#revitalize2016 kicks off on
Friday, September 16, in Tucson,
Arizona, at 6 PM EST. Even if
you can’t make it to the actual
event, you can benefit from every
transformative talk by streaming
the entire weekend straight to
your living room.

From life-changing talks to yoga with

purifying your space, building a beautiful

a foam-rolling workout with Lauren

meditation station, and doing some meal

Roxburg to Q&As with some of world’s

prep. It’ll be a blast, we promise.

top doctors, athletes, meditation experts,
and more, spending the weekend with us
will leave you feeling energized, grounded,
whole, and ready for your next chapter—
whatever that might be.
Of course, prep work goes into every
awesome weekend, even if you’re not
packing a bag and getting on a plane.
Your best weekend ever starts on Monday,
September 12.
Your prep work will start with picking
a buddy (or buddies) to revitalize with.
From there, you’ll be setting intentions,

Here’s your guide to getting ready for
revitalize 2016. And don’t forget to hashtag
all Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook posts
with #revitalize2016.

Scout out a buddy.

Cleanse and purify your space.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Find a revitalize buddy. Maybe it’s

Clean. It may not be the fun part of your

If you don’t have natural cleaning

your best friend, partner, or a group of

prep work, but revitalizing is so much

products in the house, invest in some—

awesome people who are dedicated to

more eﬀective and enjoyable when you’re

even making one or two natural swaps

health and wellness. In any case, find

not distracted by unfolded laundry,

makes a diﬀerence—or make your own.

someone who inspires you and who you

unwashed dishes, and piles of junk mail

Love great scents? Go the all-natural

know will be on-board for the journey.

you’ve been meaning to sort through.

route by scattering rosemary and sage

Clear out the clutter, then cleanse and

throughout your house or apartment.

purify your space.

For more tips, check out

Start purifying your space by removing

Dr. Frank Lipman’s article on mbg,

toxins from your home. Keep shoes out

21 Ways To Detox Your Home.

of the house, open your windows, and use
plants to detoxify the air.

Check it out

Build a relaxing & rejuvenating
meditation station.

WEDNESDAY
Set up your meditation station. Find

Then settle into your space and set an

a space in your home where you can

intention. What is it you truly want to

truly dedicate yourself to relaxation

get out of this weekend? Maybe your

and rejuvenation, where you won’t be

entire goal is to push the reset button so

distracted by pinging devices or a blaring

you can kick start your goals. Maybe you

TV. Deck your meditation station out with

just want to unwind and escape from the

things that make you happy: crystals,

stresses of everyday life. Whatever your

incense, plants, you name it.

intention is, make it a good one. And don’t
forget to write it down.

Head to the grocery store.

THURSDAY
Grocery shop with your revitalize buddy

Breakfast. Try whipping up this anti-

Dinner. Kick oﬀ Friday night with this

If you’re feeling really adventurous,

or buddies. Revitalize will be a weekend

inflammatory turmeric breakfast bowl

bell pepper taco skillet recipe (pictured

try putting together a raw vegan cheese

of healthy food, tea, meditation, and

and this matcha + coconut smoothie for

above), and go crazy on Saturday with

board to munch on with your revitalize

movement. So from a box of your favorite

your Saturday and Sunday breakfasts.

these delicious sweet potato noodles with

buddies on Saturday night. It’s not as

herbal tea for your tea circles to all the

Not doing it for you? Give this gluten-free

dairy-free bolognese sauce. Want another

daunting as it sounds, we promise. If you

ingredients you need for the healthiest

acai bowl a try.

idea? Try this summertime bell pepper

don’t know where to start, Moon Juice

panzanella.

founder Amanda Chantal Bacon put

smoothie ever, it’s time to stock up.

Lunch. Make these black bean + summer

While we certainly encourage you

squash tacos in just 15 minutes on

Snacks. For powering up between

to be creative, here are our delicious

Saturday, and this super-flavorful quinoa

activities, we suggest nutritionist Ren

suggestions.

salad on Sunday. Or, power up with this

Kroes’ raw snack bars.

curried falafel + kale bowl.

together a no-fail guide to making the
perfect raw vegan cheese board.
Check it out here

The official
#revitalize2016 kickoff!

FRIDAY

Wind-down ritual

Revitalize kicks oﬀ at 6 PM EST. Try to get

Brew a cup of herbal tea, sit on a cushion,

stress-busting seated

home from work or school early to clear

and review your evening. Were you true

meditation. It’s perfect for

away mental clutter, make dinner, and

to your intention? Journal for 10 minutes

winding down at night and

tune in for evening content.

about your experience, noting any senses,

preparing for a long,

smells, and positive or negative feelings

restful sleep.

Here's your schedule for the evening:

that came up throughout the evening.

It’s taco skillet night! Take some time to

Make sure to write down anything you’re

mindfully eat your dinner and connect

feeling thankful for, and be sure to thank

with your revitalize buddy.

your revitalize buddy out loud.

Tune in for content.

Next, do Vedic meditation teacher and

Pre-bedtime wind-down ritual.

mbg class instructor Charlie Knoles’

Give it a try here

The #revitalize2016
fun continues.

SATURDAY
Whether you want to meditate for 20

Morning

Tune in for content while assembling your

the day. Do you feel rejuvenated? Sleepy?

seconds or 15 minutes, Charlie’s morning

Breakfast time! Power up your

vegan cheese board. Snack on it while

Anxious? Are you staying true to your

meditation will help you set a meaningful

day by whipping up your breakfast

tuning in!

intention? Next, set a mini-intention for

intention for the day.

turmeric bowl.

Check it out here

Yoga/fitness livestream.
Afternoon

Next, wake your body and mind up

Take 15 minutes to make your black bean

fully with superstar yogi Caley Alyssa’s

and summer squash tacos and catch up

“skull-shining breath,” which will help

with your revitalize buddy.

you shake any sluggishness in just four
minutes
Check it out here

Tune in for content.
Snack break. Time to chow down on your
raw snack bars!

Evening
Make your dairy-free sweet potato noodles,
or bell pepper panzanella if you’d prefer.
Tune in for content.
Nighttime journaling exercise and
meditation.

Exercise
Similar to what you did on Friday night,
sit down with your journal and reflect on

the next morning—your final few hours
of revitalize!
Finally, repeat Charlie’s
meditation before getting
in bed for another
restful night.

Wind-down.

SUNDAY
Morning

Afternoon

Morning yoga.

Reflect on what you learned,

Mix up your yoga flow with fitness
instructor and yogi Todd McCullough’s
three simple steps to flying pigeon.
You’ve got this!

Last revitalize meal! Blend up your
matcha coconut smoothie.
Give this ancient detoxifying
ritual a try.

revisit your intention, and write
your final #revitalize2016 journal entry,
reflecting on the weekend, your intention,
and setting a new intention for the
week ahead of you.

